Web site scalability depends on several things — workload characteristics, security mechanisms, Web cluster architectures — as I’ve discussed in previous issues. Another important item that can affect a site’s performance and scalability is the Web server software architecture.

In this column, I provide a classification of Web server architectures, offer a quantitative analysis of some possible software architectural options, and discuss the importance of software contention on overall response time.

Software Architecture Schemes
A Web server’s software architecture can affect performance significantly. Two dimensions generally characterize the architecture: the processing model and pool-size behavior. The processing model describes the type of process or threading model used to support a Web server operation; pool-size behavior specifies how the size of the pool of processes or threads varies over time and with workload intensity.

Processing Models
The main options for a processing model are process-based, thread-based, or a hybrid of the two. Software architectures on process-based servers consist of multiple single-threaded processes, each of which handles one request at a time (see Figure 1a). We can see implementations of this model in Windows NT’s version of Apache 1.3. The hybrid model consists of multiple multithreaded processes, with each thread of any process handling one request at a time (see Figure 1c). The Apache 2.0 Worker MPM implements an example of this type of approach (see http://httpd.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/worker.html).

One advantage of a process-based architecture is stability. The crash of any process generally does not affect the others, so the Web server continues to operate and serve other requests even when one of its processes must be killed and restarted. The architecture’s drawbacks relate to performance: creating and killing processes overloads the Web server, mainly because of address-space management operations. Moreover, high-volume Web sites require many processes, which leads to non-negligible memory requirements and increased context-switching overhead (see http://httpd.apache.org/docs/misc/perf-tuning.html#preforking).

A thread-based architecture is not as stable as a process-based one. A single malfunctioning thread can bring the entire Web server down because all threads share the same address space. However, this type of server architecture’s memory requirements are much smaller than a process-based one’s. Spawning threads of the same process is much more efficient than forking processes because the new threads don’t need additional address space. One additional advantage is that the various threads can easily share data structures such as caches.

The hybrid architecture combines the advantages of both methods and reduces their disadvantages. For example, suppose that a Web server...
has \( p \) processes with \( n \) threads each. So, up to \( p \times n \) requests can execute simultaneously. If a thread crashes, it can bring down the process in which it runs, but all other \( (p - 1) \times n \) threads continue to process their requests. Less memory is required in this approach to handle \( p \times n \) concurrent requests than to run the same number of requests in the process-based architecture.

**Pool-Size Behavior**
The other dimension of Web-server software architecture is the process or thread’s pool-size behavior. Two approaches are possible: static or dynamic.

For static pools, the Web server creates a fixed number of processes or threads at startup time. Consider a process-based server and assume that \( p \) processes are created when the server is started. If a request arrives and finds \( p \) requests being processed, it waits in a queue until one of the requests completes execution (see Figure 2’s queue). As the arrival rate of requests to a Web server increases, the queue for processes or threads increases, which increases a request’s response time. If server load is low, most of the processes or threads will be idle.

For dynamic pools, the number of processes or threads varies with load. As load increases, so does pool size, letting more requests be processed concurrently and reducing queue. In periods of low loads, the number of processes or threads reduces to free up more memory.

Apache provides an example of a dynamic pool-size implementation. The Web server’s parent process initially forks a number \( p \) of child processes, established as a configuration parameter. The child processes handle requests directly; the parent process only monitors the load to decide if processes should be forked or killed. Another configuration parameter determines the minimum number \( m \) of idle processes (those processes that aren’t handling requests). As load increases, the number of idle processes could fall below its minimum value \( m \); if so, the main process creates more processes. If the number of idle processes exceeds a value set in the configuration file, Apache’s parent process kills the excess child processes.

You can also regulate pool size in Apache’s configuration file by specifying the maximum number of requests a child can process before it dies. Once a process has reached the parameter-specified value, it exits. You can also specify an infinite value for the parameter (by making the parameter value equal to zero). An infinite or high value is appropriate for high-volume Web sites subject to bursty traffic, whereas a lower value is more appropriate for low-volume Web sites. One advantage of limiting a process’s lifetime is that it reduces the amount of lost and unusable memory that accumulates via memory leaks.

**Performance Considerations**
We can decompose a Web server request’s total response time into the following components:

- **Service time**, which is the total time a request spends at the physical-resource level (such as CPU and disk). This time does not include any time spent waiting to use any of the Web server’s physical resources.
- **Physical contention**, which is the total time a request spends waiting to use any of the Web server’s physical resources.
- **Software contention**, which is the total time a request spends waiting in a queue for a process or thread to become available to handle the request.
As Figure 2 illustrates, when a request waits for a software resource (such as a thread or process), it is not using or waiting for any physical resource. During processing, a request typically alternates between periods in which it is using a physical resource and waiting to use one.

To explore some of Figure 2’s architecture’s performance characteristics, we use the results of a combined Markov chain model with a queuing network (QN) model. The QN model computes the Web server’s throughput $X_0(k)$, $k = 1, \ldots, p$ given the incoming requests’ service demands on physical resources. In other words, the QN models the Web server’s physical resources.

Next, we can use a Markov chain model to represent the software architecture. In this model, the state $k$ of the Markov chain represents the number of requests in the system (either waiting for a process or being handled by one). Transitions from state $k$ to state $(k + 1)$ occur at the rate at which new requests arrive at the server. Transitions from state $k$ to state $(k - 1)$ indicate request completion. The completion rate is given by $X_0(k)$ for states $k = 1, \ldots, p$ and $X_0(p)$ for all states $k > p$.

Figure 2. Software and physical contention. While a request is waiting to be processed, it doesn’t use the CPU or I/O or any other physical resources.

Figure 3. Average number of idle processes versus the average arrival rate of requests. At low loads, almost all processes tend to be idle. At high loads, the number of idle processes falls to zero very quickly.
ber of idle processes at around 10 to 11, we must increase the number of processes to 30. Suppose now that the average arrival rate increases to 4.9 requests/sec (scenario 4). The average number of idle processes falls to 6.6. We must then fork 10 additional processes (scenario 5) to restore the average number of idle processes to a value close to 11.

**Final Remarks**

Software contention and architectures can significantly affect Web server performance. Poorly designed and configured software architectures might even generate high response times while the physical resources display low utilization.

Figure 3 and Table 1’s scenarios indicate that computer systems, Web servers included, could use analytic performance models as a guide to dynamically adjust configuration parameters such as the number of active processes. This line of research has potentially important practical applications for complex, high-volume Web and e-commerce sites for which it is virtually impossible to have humans adjust configuration parameters to meet QoS goals.

**Table 1. Scenarios of different numbers of idle processes versus arrival rate variations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of processes</th>
<th>Arrival rate (requests per second)</th>
<th>Average number of idle processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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